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Description: The first installment in the It Can Happen To You series features the three short stories: S &
M: Sexts & Messaging, The ID and Organized Karma. Come follow Sabra, Nya and LaTrease on their
journeys as they cope with issues of loneliness, lust, sex, betrayal, deceit and love.
I was so impressed by this book of short stories, but wished it was longer. I finished reading the 3 stories
way too fast and was left looking for more. I loved, loved, LOVED the first 2 stories, last one was kind of
left thinking "meh." But what is really great about these are the issues that are brought to the table;
things that needed to be discussed and addressed in this whole modern-media laden society we now live
in. Job well done, Phette. I will be waiting in anticipation for the next batch! By: ashleylikestofistpump
This is a book of short stories centered around various person situations. I believe everyone can relate to
these stories, because as the title implies, it could happen to you or me, maybe even someone you know.
Warning, these stories contain adult content, but it is not overly graphic. These stories deal with dating
issues, sexting and alternative lifestyles. It Can Happen To You is a quick and easy read, yet it was
interesting.
I like the premise that these stories are written from. The stories are meant to address various social issue
that plague our society. I didn't like that some of the stories covered long periods of time and often
accelerated to the plot twist without notice to the reader.
I gave this collection of short stories four stars. I expect to see great things from this author. Hopefully, a
full novel.
This book given free for review. By: Amazon Customer

It Could Happen To You is a compliation of 3 very interesting and thought provoking stories by Phette
Ogburn.
Each story will have you saying, What would I do if it was me?
In S & M: Sexts & Messaging, you learn that what seems to be just harmless words can bring out strong
emotions & calamity.
In The ID, it reminds you to make sure you really know the other person that you have allowed not just
into your life but into your heart as well as your bed.
In Organized Karma (the only one that had me truthfully scratching my head - lol), you will find that you
really never the thoughts and intents of those who are close to you.
Overall I enjoyed the flow of Phette's words and I am await what will be next on deck. By: Michele
Dawn
One thing I hate about short stories is they tend to be predictable because the author needs to wrap up
the story in a nice tidy way. Thankfully that is not the case with with It Can Happen To You. This book is
comprised of three story stories (S&M (Sexting & Messaging), The ID, and Organized Karma) and when
I say I didn't see the ending coming...yeah I didn't see it coming. I was pleasantly surprised and
thoroughly pleased with Ms. Ogburn's work and writing style. I can't decide if S&M or The ID was my
favorite because both stories left my lip on the floor. I know you are wondering why 4 stars instead of
5...well I wanted more of course! It was over too quick for me :-). This is an author I look forward to
revisiting in the future. Good job! By: Mrs. Herndon
To sum it up in one word...WOW!!!! I was just introduced to this author by a friend of mine. Downloaded
the book and waited a few days before I read it. Why did I do that? All 3 shorts were wonderfully written
and very unpredictable. Normally you can tell what is going to happen before it does but that is just not
the case in any of these stories. I thought that I knew waht was going on as I was reading but was totally
surprised with each one of the endings. My mouth was hanging wide open. Phette Ogburn has a new fan
and I can't wait for her next project. If you have not read these shorts, you are missing out on some very
good stories and there is also some helpful information in between the lines. Get your copy today.
By: Shantelle
Good Short Read. I Was Impressed And Surprised. I'm Expecting More From Phette To Come. I Can See
This Being One Of My Repeating Reads. I Recommend The Readers To Get "It Can Happen To You."
Support Author Phette Ogburn. She's Worth Every Dime. #5Star By: Amazon Customer
This was an oustanding read that I could not put down. The charactes were all characters I could relate
to in some way. And I found the stories not to have text book endings that youwould expect. Each one I
finished I found myself saying "Holy crap!" Such a great book, can't wait for the next installment!
By: Danielle Sargis

